
Hello Year Five!

We hope you are all well. 
This week, you will be writing a 
formal letter of complaint from 

Mrs Ebbel (Bradley’s teacher) to 
Bradley’s mother 
(Mrs Chalkers).



Spellings for the week
Read Cover Write Check

competition 

conscience

conscious

controversy  

convenience 

correspond 

criticise

curiosity  

definite

desperate 



WALT use formal language to convey a message.

Audience – Mrs Chalkers

Purpose – To complain

Impact – To help Bradley reflect/act upon his actions

Plan for the week:

Monday – Plan your letter of complaint 

Tuesday – Write your introduction and first PEE

Wednesday – Write your second PEE

Thursday – Write your third PEE 

Friday – Write your conclusion



Informal Formal

go up increase

go down decrease

set up establish

find out discover

bring about cause

find out discover, ascertain

think about consider

get obtain

seem appear

keep retain

anyways nevertheless

plus/also moreover/furthermore

so therefore

to sum up in conclusion

lots of / a lot of much, many

tons of, heaps of large quantities of, a number of

totally completely

kids children

bad negative

good positive

really big considerable



Monday – Planning your letter of complaint

Planning template 

Introduction: Why are you writing this letter? (Purpose), general NOT specific 

First PEE: What has Bradley done? What is the evidence? What has happened as a result of this?

Second PEE: What has Bradley done? What is the evidence? What has happened as a result of this?

Third PEE: What has Bradley done? What is the evidence? What has happened as a result of this?

Conclusion: Summarise your three points. What actions would you like Mrs Chalkers to take? what 
will be the consequences if Bradley continues with this behaviour?

What has Bradley done wrong in school? Brainstorm all of the things, e.g. tearing his test paper in class. 

An example of a PEE: 
Point: Bradley does not value education
Evidence: He often tears his test paper up in class
Explanation: He is not making progress with his 
learning and is falling behind. 

Remember: 
- formal words/phrases, e.g. ‘His behaviour is inappropriate’ is more formal 

than ‘He is really naughty.’
- Y5/Y6 spelling list (look at your reading records to find 3 words that you 

could use)
- Vary your sentence starters 
- Use subordinating conjunctions to link your sentences together (e.g. if, 

while, so’



Tuesday – Write your introduction and first PEE

Introduction:

Why are you writing this letter of complaint?

Make one general statement about Bradley’s behaviour/attitude in school

First PEE:

Point – What has Bradley done?

Evidence – Observation/indirect or direct quotes

Explanation – Why is this a concern? 

Remember: 
- formal words/phrases, e.g. ‘His behaviour is inappropriate’ is more formal 

than ‘He is really naughty.’
- Y5/Y6 spelling list (look at your reading records to find 3 words that you 

could use)
- Vary your sentence starters 
- Use subordinating conjunctions to link your sentences together (e.g. if, 

while, so’

An example of a PEE: 
Point: Bradley does not value education
Evidence: He often tears his test paper up in class
Explanation: He is not making progress with his 
learning and is falling behind. 



Wednesday – Write your second PEE

Second PEE:

Point – What has Bradley done?

Evidence – Observation/indirect or direct quotes

Explanation – Why is this a concern? 

Remember: 
- formal words/phrases, e.g. ‘His behaviour is inappropriate’ is more formal 

than ‘He is really naughty.’
- Y5/Y6 spelling list (look at your reading records to find 3 words that you 

could use)
- Vary your sentence starters 
- Use subordinating conjunctions to link your sentences together (e.g. if, 

while, so’

An example of a PEE: 
Point: Bradley does not value education
Evidence: He often tears his test paper up in class
Explanation: He is not making progress with his 
learning and is falling behind. 



Thursday – Write your third PEE

Third PEE:

Point – What has Bradley done?

Evidence – Observation/indirect or direct quotes

Explanation – Why is this a concern? 

Remember: 
- formal words/phrases, e.g. ‘His behaviour is inappropriate’ is more formal 

than ‘He is really naughty.’
- Y5/Y6 spelling list (look at your reading records to find 3 words that you 

could use)
- Vary your sentence starters 
- Use subordinating conjunctions to link your sentences together (e.g. if, 

while, so’

An example of a PEE: 
Point: Bradley does not value education
Evidence: He often tears his test paper up in class
Explanation: He is not making progress with his 
learning and is falling behind. 



Friday – Write your conclusion

Conclusion:

- Summarise your three points

- What would you like Mrs Chalkers to do?

- What will the consequences be if Bradley continues with this behaviour? (Remember 

this is a professional communication so think about the tone of your letter. The 

consequences should be REALISTIC). E.g. If there is no change in Bradley’s 

behaviour, I will arrange for him to meet with the school counsellor on a daily basis to 

give him an opportunity to reflect on his behaviour. 

Remember: 
- formal words/phrases, e.g. ‘His behaviour is inappropriate’ is more formal 

than ‘He is really naughty.’
- Y5/Y6 spelling list (look at your reading records to find 3 words that you 

could use)
- Vary your sentence starters 
- Use subordinating conjunctions to link your sentences together (e.g. if, 

while, so’

An example of a PEE: 
Point: Bradley does not value education
Evidence: He often tears his test paper up in class
Explanation: He is not making progress with his 
learning and is falling behind. 


